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In 1911, a Methodist education commission made a commitment to establish a major Methodist university in Texas. More than 600 acres of open prairie and $300,000 pledged by a group of Dallas citizens secured the university for Dallas, and it was chartered as Southern Methodist University. In appreciation of the city's support, the first building to be constructed on the campus was named Dallas Hall. It remains the centerpiece and symbol of SMU. When the University opened in 1915, it consisted of two buildings, 706 students, a 35-member faculty and total assets of $636,540. The original schools of SMU were the College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Theology and the School of Music.

SMU is owned by the South Central Jurisdiction of the United Methodist Church. The first charge of its founders, however, was that it become a great university, not necessarily a great Methodist university. From its founding, SMU has been nonsectarian in its teaching and committed to the values of academic freedom and open inquiry.

Today, Southern Methodist University offers a comprehensive curriculum through Dedman College – the college of humanities and sciences – and six schools: Meadows School of the Arts, Edwin L. Cox School of Business, Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering, Perkins School of Theology, Dedman School of Law, and Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development.

The University offers over 100 undergraduate majors, Master's degrees in over 100 areas, professional degrees in two disciplines, Ph.D. degrees in 25 fields, and 31 certificate programs. Enrollment for Fall 2010 was 10,938, including 6,192 undergraduate students and 4,746 graduate and professional school students. SMU students come from all 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and 94 countries. About 78 percent of first-year students received some form of financial assistance for 2009-2010. About 32 percent of the student body are minorities; 67 percent of undergraduates and 48 percent of graduate students report religious affiliation; 11 percent are Methodist, 15 are Roman Catholic. Also represented in the student body are other Protestant denominations and other religions, including Judaism, Buddhism and Islam.

In addition to preparing students for graduate and professional schools, or more directly for their life's work, the University strives to enhance their social, moral, intellectual and religious development so that they may lead worthy lives as individuals and citizens of the nation and of the world.
THE HISTORY OF ACADEMIC PROCESSION AND REGALIA

The academic procession and the regalia worn by the faculty and officers of the University symbolically represent the continuing link between the modern American university and the founding of the great medieval universities in Europe – chief among them Bologna, Paris, and Oxford. As those institutions were derived from the Catholic Church, the universities adopted many of the ceremonial trappings of the church in their official public functions.

The mace of the University, a symbol of the authority vested in the president by the Board of Trustees and representing the covenant between the president and the faculty, is borne by the president of the Faculty Senate. Though the order of the procession varies from university to university, at SMU it proceeds from the Chief Marshal through the ranks of the faculty and the officers of the University to the president, who is preceded by the mace-bearer.

The caps and gowns worn in the procession also vary from place to place. There are variations in design to indicate the degrees held by the wearers, and many universities in America have introduced colorful gowns and other distinguishing details (in place of the customary clerical black from which all originated). The caps, too, vary according to the customs of the university from which the wearer received a degree. While most American universities adopted the “mortarboard” style of Oxford, others have chosen styles based on other European institutions. The color of the tassel worn with the cap may be black for any degree, or the color may be that of the faculty of the major field of learning (e.g., Arts, Engineering, Law, etc.). Persons holding doctoral degrees and governing officials of institutions are entitled to wear tassels of gold metallic thread.

Within the great varieties of styles and colors in gowns and caps, there has been one universally accepted code for the hood worn trailing down the wearer’s back. Originally, it was like the hood on the habit worn by monks and very useful for protection against the weather and even for begging for alms. Nowadays, the hood through length and color shows the degree and the specialization of the wearer, and the university that granted the degree.

Through these colorful ceremonies, SMU symbolically displays the continuity of its educational purposes with the origins of organized learning in the Western world.

Thomas R. Arp  
Associate Professor Emeritus of English

Lorn L. Howard  
Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering  
Chief Marshal Emeritus

SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY’S CM REGALIA

Candidates for degrees at SMU are robed in custom regalia, specially designed to incorporate SMU’s colors and symbols.

The Doctoral gown in dark blue includes velvet chevrons on each of the bell sleeves. The gown is marked by velvet panels down the front and around the neck. The front panels are embroidered in gold thread with the SMU seal, and gold braid outlines the chevrons and panels. It is cut much fuller than the other gowns and may be ornamented in color. Replacing the traditional mortarboard, an eight-sided, crimson red velvet tam with a gold silk tassel completes the regalia.
The Master’s gown, also in dark blue, has a front yolk outlined in red braid and the SMU seal is embroidered in red on the left side. Like traditional Master’s robes, gowns are arranged so that the arm emerges from a long sleeve through a slit at the wrist. A mortarboard with a colored tassel representing the discipline in which the degree is earned is also worn.

Doctoral and Master’s candidates wear hoods which are 3½ feet, and 4 feet long, respectively. The velvet trimming in the same order is 3 and 5 inches wide. The color of the trim identifies the faculty. A partial list of faculty colors follows: Arts, Letters, Humanities – White; Music – Pink; Business – Drab; Philosophy – Dark Blue; Engineering – Orange; Science – Golden Yellow; Fine Arts – Brown; Theology – Scarlet; Law – Purple. The lining of the hood – that portion most visible from the rear – indicates the institution awarding the degree. SMU’s hood lining is blue with red chevron.

The Bachelor gown in dark blue has the traditional characteristics of a Bachelor robe including full front pleats, and balanced fluting. Its distinguishing characteristic is the long pointed sleeves. A red silk stole embroidered in blue with the SMU seal is worn across the shoulders. Bachelor gowns are worn with a tassel and mortarboard.

SMU’s regalia visually honor the University’s traditions and spirit which we celebrate this morning.

THE HOWARD LANTERN

The Howard Lantern is dedicated to Professor Lorn Lambier Howard, Chief Marshal Emeritus of SMU from 1978-1987, in honor of his role in shaping the traditions and protocol of SMU’s modern-day academic ceremonies. Designed in 2008 and crafted out of steel, aluminum and water glass, the lantern symbolizes the Rotunda of Dallas Hall, the University’s oldest building and centerpiece of our campus. Engraved around the base is the University’s motto, “veritas liberabit vos,” which means “the truth will make you free.” Around the top band are the words to Varsity, SMU’s alma mater. Each year during the May Baccalaureate Service this lantern is handed down by the Senior Class President to a representative of the Junior Class, a symbolic passing of the light that sustains our University. The Howard Lantern serves as a reminder of the important traditions which make up our corporate University life and of the light of learning and intellectual curiosity which shines within the students, faculty and staff here at SMU.
ORDER OF EXERCISE

PRELUDIAL CONCERT

Hark! The Herald Angels Sing
Masters in This Hall
Joy To The World

THE GREAT FANFARE

Fest Fanfare

PROCESSIONAL*

Second Suite in F
Cyrus the Great March
Olympic Fanfare
The Gallant Seventh
Shepherd’s Hey
Festmarch
Florentiner March

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL

Paul W. Ludden, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Presiding
Candidates for Graduation
Representatives of the Faculties
The Platform Party

INVOCATION

Rev. Dr. Stephen W. Rankin
Chaplain and Minister to the University

NATIONAL ANTHEM

John Stafford Smith and Frances Scott Key
The Imperial Brass
Led by Valerie Jackopin, Precentor
Candidate for degree of Masters of Music Education

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS

INTRODUCTION OF THE SPEAKER

R. Gerald Turner
President of the University

GRADUATION ADDRESS

Provost Ludden

SPECIAL MUSIC

The Lord Bless You and Keep You

Southern Gentlemen

Peter Lutkin
CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE
Refrain from applause until all candidates have been presented.

Candidates for Doctoral Degrees
Hooded by William M. Tsutsui, Dean of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
Assisted by James E. Quick, Dean of Graduate Studies and
Associate Vice President for Research

Candidates for Professional Degrees
Presented by William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
Ruth A. Cross, Associate Dean for Administration in the Dedman School of Law

Candidates for Master’s Degrees
Presented by William M. Tsutsui, Dean of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education
and Human Development
Peter E. Raad, Executive Director of The Guildhall at SMU

Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees
Presented by William M. Tsutsui, Dean of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

THE FAREWELLS
José L. Lage, President Elect of the Faculty Senate
Caren H. Prothro, Chair of the Board of Trustees
Ken Malcolmson, SMU Class of 1974 and Chair of the SMU Alumni Association
Stephen Jake Torres, President of the Students’ Association

UNIVERSITY HYMN
The Imperial Brass

Varsity
Introduced by Stephen Jake Torres
President of the Students’ Association
Led by Valerie Jackopin, Precentor

BENEDICTION
William B. Lawrence
Dean of Perkins School of Theology

RECESSIONAL*
The Olympic Spirit
Grand March from Aida

*The audience remains seated during the recessional.
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
WITH HONORS

The students listed below have anticipated honors based upon estimated academic information. These honors include Honors in Business, Honors in Liberal Arts, Departmental Distinction and Latin Honors. A souvenir version of the confirmed honors will be posted online at smu.edu/registrar in January.

Adam David Awad
Justin O. Black
Whitney Allison Blackwell
Meagan Witherbee Boyle
Linda Melissa Burns
Emily K. Cochran
Taylor Elise Cole
Kathleen Driscoll Cook
Kelley Nicole Cordsen
Rachel Ann Darst
William Alexander Elder
Noelle Marie Fabian
Amanda Sydel Farage
David Mark Fish
Melody Murphree Fuller
Ken Patrick George
Mitchell Allen Gist
Abdullah Hussein Haidar
Kelly Christine Hanson
Meredith Ann Harvey
Madeline Kathleen Haugh
Megan Leigh Hueter
Yulay Danilovich Khazhimuratov
Kalinda Ann Kundomal
Adrienne Leigh Lichliter
Miranda Ann Loh
Sofia Cristina Longoria
Michael Christopher Matson
Luan Van Minh Nguyen
Bradley John Olmstead
Hannah Kathleen Payne
Marguerite Ann Poeske
Rija Qureshi
Kara Ramsay
Jessica Nadine Robin Ringeisen
Juliana Denise Rossi
Oscar Emanuel Ruiz
Stephanie Marie Sawyer
Kirsten Anne Schuster
Chao Sheng
Caitlin Elizabeth Sherrill
Tara Rénee Snyder
Jason Perry Stegall
Charles A. Stillwell, Jr.
Ayaka Suzuki
Elizabeth Kathleen Tabor
Laura Kathryn Tudor
Aaron Matthew Tullman
Lauren Alexandra Upton
Nathan Ryan Vance
Alexandra Anna Vazquez
Matthew Sheley Vincent
An Phuc Vo
Grayson Powell Walker

CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL DEGREES
WITH HONORS

The students listed below have anticipated Latin Honors based upon estimated academic information. A souvenir version of the confirmed honors will be posted online at smu.edu/registrar in January.

Sharon Ann Alexander
Rebekah Jewell Bailey
Kyle Mitchell Burke
Erreka Tawana Campbell
Lori Williams Chidgey
Andrew Gilbert Edson
Olivia Dianne Howe
Timothy Dean Martin
Justin Ryan May
Penny Lynn Mitchell
Michael Matthew Motta
Michael Richard Nelson
Vincent Michael Pezulli
Erin K. Rolstad
Ryan Summer Smith
Kay Beck Towns
Ai Chau Thi Tran
Elizabeth Mills Viney
Henry S. Waters
Rami Yousef Zoubi
December 2010

Candidates for Degrees

In Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Sandeep Banerjee  Geology
BS University of Calcutta, India
MS Indian Institute of Technology, India
Dissertation: “Stable Isotope Constraints on Global Cycles”
Adviser: Robert T. Gregory

Fan Hu  Statistical Science
BA University Science & Technology of China
MA, MS Ball State University
Dissertation: “Sample Size Estimation with Nonparametric Methods for One Sample Location Tests under Clustered Data”
Adviser: William R. Schucany

Matthew Leahy  Psychology
BA, MA Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “An Examination of College Students’ Receptiveness to Alcohol-Related Information and Advice”
Adviser: Ernest Jouriles

Hongmei Li  Chemistry
BS, MS Jilin University Of Technology, China
Dissertation: “Enantioselective Reduction by Natural/Engineered Enzymes and Syntheses of Smart Polymer-Protein Bioconjugates Via Raft”
Adviser: Brent S. Sumerlin

Yichen Li  Physics
BS University Science & Technology of China
Adviser: Ryszard Stroynowski

Eduardo Moralez  History
BA Purdue University
MA Southern Methodist University
Adviser: John R. Chavez

John Allen Robbins  Geology
BS, MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Investigating Holocene Climate Change on the Northern Channel Islands and Cretaceous Mosasaur Ecology Using Stable Isotopes”
Adviser: Robert T. Gregory

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Ilteris Murat Derici  Computer Science
BS Ege University, Turkey
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Random Geometric Graphs, Their Properties and Applications on the Plane, Sphere, and Torus”
Adviser: David W. Matula

Wei Huang  Mechanical Engineering
B. Engr., ME Huazhong University of Science and Technology, China
Adviser: Radovan Kovacevic

Rao Mallik Kotamarti  Computer Science
BS Concordia University
MBA Duke University
Dissertation: “Quasi Alignment Methods for Molecular Sequence Analysis”
Adviser: Margaret Holder Dunham

Chad M. Lawler  Applied Science
BS University of Texas, Arlington
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “A Disaster Tolerant Cloud Computing Model as a Disaster Survival Methodology”
Advisers: Mitchell Aaron Thornton, Stephen A. Szygenda
Ali Akbar Moslemi  Mechanical Engineering
BSME Amirkabir University of Technology, Iran
MS Sharif University, Iran
Dissertation: “Propulsive Efficiency of a Biomorphic Pulsed-jet Underwater Vehicle”
Adviser: Paul Krueger

Charles Darren Nicholson  Operations Research
BS, MS University of North Texas
Adviser: Jeffery L. Kennington

Reza Ali Rahdar  Applied Science
BS Concordia University
MS, MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “A Systems Engineering Methodology for the Mitigation of NLOS Effect in Mobile Station Location Estimation”
Adviser: Jerrell T. Stracener

Soundarapandian Santhanakrishnan  Mechanical Engineering
BSME, MS Madurai Kamaraj University, India
MS Blekinge Institute of Technology, Sweden
Adviser: Radovan Kovacevic

Xinyu Wang  Operations Research
BSEE Tsinghua University, China
MEM Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Algorithmic Enhancements for Computing the Frame of a Finitely Generated Bounded Polyhedron”
Adviser: Richard V. Helgason

Timothy Dean Woods  Applied Science
BSEE Michigan Technological University
MS Southern Methodist University
Adviser: Mitchell Aaron Thornton

Kevin Joseph Zummo  Applied Science
BSME Mississippi State University
MSME University of Texas, Arlington
Adviser: Khaled F. Abdelghany

Kevin Joseph Zummo  Applied Science
BSME Mississippi State University
MSME University of Texas, Arlington
Adviser: Khaled F. Abdelghany

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Degree of Doctor of Ministry

Gayle Landis
Project: “God's Story and Our Stories: Using Secular Stories to Find God’s Action in the World”

Joseph Matthew McKechnie
Project: “Growing Smaller: The Creation of Small Group Ministry in an Existing Church Setting”

Degree of Master of Church Ministries

Lori Williams Chidgey
Degree of Master of Divinity
Sharon Ann Alexander
Penny Lynn Mitchell
Howard Turnley

Degree of Master of Sacred Music
Henry S. Waters

Degree of Master of Theological Studies
Kay Beck Towns

IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

Degree of Juris Doctor
Rebekah Jewell Bailey
Anthony William Bates
Lisa Jeannine Boehm
Nancy Rami Bouajram
Henry Stephen Brown, Jr.
Kyle Mitchell Burke
Erreka Tawana Campbell
Kevin James Campbell
Henry L. Chisolm
Andrew Gilbert Edson
Laramy Renee Elick
Stephanie Susan Fischer
John Thomas Hagan
Olivia Dianne Howe
Travis Edwin Jones
Francis Joseph Key
Zaita Garcia Khan
Patrick Mullally Knapp

Timothy Dean Martin
Justin Ryan May
Nickolaus Allan McLemore
Jacqueline Farah-Lee Morgan
Michael Matthew Motta
Michael Richard Nelson
Vincent Michael Pezzulli
Donna Ann Phillips
Michael D. Ricketts
Erin K. Rolstad
Justin K. Sauls
Ryan Summer Smith
Shawn Michael Stephenson
Ai Chau Thi Tran
Elizabeth Mills Viney
Mark William Volk
David Ferrari Wilson
Rami Yousef Zoubi

Degree of Master of Laws
(Comparative & International Law)
Meshal Mohammed Allassaf
Bandar Salih H. Alfozan
Ibrahim Abdullah Alhumaidan
Abdallah Ibrahim A. Alomer

Abdulaziz Nasser Alsaif
Ala’a Nabeel Abed El Hameed Asfour
Michelle Claverie Martinez
Ruchupaat Laothong

(Law)
Abdulsalam Mohammed Alhajlan

(Taxation)
Billii Jo Demery
Christian Samuel Kelso
Degree of Master of Arts

Erica Simon Ayala  Clinical and Counseling Psychology


Mohammad Saif Bin Judai  Economics

Zachene Zanique Crooks  Economics

Mary Dodson  Psychology

Thesis: “Moderating Effect of Psychopathic Traits on the Relationship Between Harsh and Inconsistent Parenting and Child Externalizing Problems”

Gabriella Stephanie Gomez  Clinical and Counseling Psychology

Thesis: “Validity of a Role Play for Assessing Women’s Responses in Sexually Threatening Situations”

Ziwu Guo  Economics

John Stuart Hamilton  Applied Economics

Cora G. Platt  Psychology

Thesis: “Relationship and Illness Attributions in Bipolar Disorder”

Rui Shi  Economics

Sophiko Skhirtladze  Economics

Degree of Master of Science

Aymen Ibrahim Al-Rawashdeh  Statistical Science

Yijie Liao  Statistical Science

Miao Zang  Statistical Science

Peiqi Zhai  Statistical Science

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Master of Arts

Sarah Adele Cosgrove  Art History

Elizabeth Alice Lamar Latham  Art History

Lu Yin  Cinema-Television

Degree of Master of Fine Arts

Stacia Ann Woodlan  Dance

Degree of Master of Music

Jorge Rafael Caldelari  Violin Performance

Michael Lawrence Conrady  Organ Performance

Valerie Michel Jackopin  Music Education

Lindsey Dawn Lieberman  Music Education

Richard C. Odom  Choral Conducting

Darnell Allen St. Romain  Organ Performance
IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Master of Business Administration

Michael William Aiken  Finance
Angel Hasnig Alajaji  General Management; Strategic Leadership
Arman Tahir Ali  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Brandon Wayne Allen  Real Estate
Robert Chadwick Archibald  Finance
Catherine Jeannine Baetz  Strategic Leadership; Marketing
Wade R. Baggette, Jr.  Information Technologies & Operations Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Michael Russell Beasley  Strategy & Entrepreneurship; Real Estate
Stuart A. Beck  Marketing
Zachary Brett Birkelbach  Management
Brian Alan Blackwell  Finance; General Management
Cliff Donald Blessing  Finance; Real Estate
Christine Marie Blevins  Accounting
Robert Jeremy Burge  Finance
Dustin Eugene Butler  Finance
Daniel James Buttermann  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Casey Charles Cass  Finance
Jennifer Nicol Cortez  General Management
Jerry Wayne Daugherty II  Strategy & Entrepreneurship; Management
Trey Davis  Finance
Prajakta Ajit Desai  Marketing
Kyle Dexter Dews  Finance
Reisa Kay Faller  Marketing
Richard James Frye II  Finance
Andres Garcia, Jr.  Finance
Jodie D’Ann Gildersleeve  Finance
Chase Andrew Greene  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Gevin Rand Greer  Finance
Felicia Lanette Grimes  Finance
You Han  Finance
Jose Manuel Hernandez  Finance
Brian Allen Herndon  Finance
Brian Kenneth Huddleston  Financial Consulting; Finance
Kevin Charles Huggins  Strategic Leadership
Kristin Lea Hung  Accounting; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Vanessa Nicole Inmon  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
John Bradley Johnson  Finance
Sony Matthew Kalluvilayil  Strategy & Entrepreneurship; Management
Elisabeth A. Kennedy  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Lindsey Daniels Krampe  Finance
Natesh Rajesh Kumar  Information Technologies & Operations Management; General Management
Michelle Kwak  Financial Consulting; Finance
Megan Faye Larson  Finance
Grant Thomas Leaverton  General Management
Joanna Fulton Lewis  Marketing
Kamal Prakash Matik  Finance
Michael Martin  Information Technologies & Operations Management; Marketing
Sandy Ann Mathews  Marketing
James Patrick McEnery, Jr.  Finance; Financial Consulting
Philip Orr Meadows, Jr.  Information Technologies & Operations Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Derek Anthony Miller  Information Technologies & Operations Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Brian Neil Murawski  Marketing
Matt Reynolds Musselman  Finance
Cynthia Sasidharan Nair  Strategic Leadership; Marketing
Shalini Nair  General Management
Katie O’Neill Nestlerode  Finance; Strategic Leadership
Emily V. Nichols  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Jay Kirit Patel  Accounting; Financial Consulting
Rajesh Patel  Information Technologies & Operations Management
David Patrick Quire  Financial Consulting; Finance
Leslie Quiros  Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Michael Evan Radler  Finance
Greggrey Osdin Ramzy  Information Technologies & Operations Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
David Alan Schmidt  Finance
John Ward Sebesta  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Ching Fong Sin  Finance
Seung Woo Song  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Anastasiya V. Spector  Management
Christopher Aaron Stevens  Information Technologies & Operations Management
Robyn Catherine Stringfellow  General Business
Ivan Keith Tatum  Finance
Lisa Helene Thoman  General Management
Sheena Ann Thomas  Finance
Irfan Mohammed Uddin  Finance
Dorothy Ongyeek Wan  Information Technologies & Operations Management; Strategic Leadership
Amber Nicole Woods  Finance; Information Technologies & Operations Management
Lo-Ting Wu  Information Technologies & Operations Management; Marketing
Joe Yu  Finance

Degree of Master of Science in Accounting

Ursula Nicole Brent
Steven Michael Croce
Andrew Alan Gillett
Daisy Lily Hernandez
Thomas Armstrong Hixon
Jordan Cassidy Kile
Yu Wei Le
Daniel Kent McCarty
Carly Rachelle Moore
Vijay K. Netaji
Amber Michelle Phillips

Degree of Master of Science in Entrepreneurship

Robert Anthony Tomlinson, Jr.

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Master of Science

Shibu Abraham  Security Engineering
Eduardo Aceves  Software Engineering
Kendra Nicole Acor  Telecommunications
Sumit Adhikari  Software Engineering
Shaib Agily  Software Engineering
Mansour Ali Al-Walah  Operations Research
Mustafa Mohammed Al-Sulami  Telecommunications
Cory James Albert  Software Engineering
Adel Alblawi  Operations Research; Systems Engineering
Cynthia Amin  Systems Engineering
Jeremy Wayne Archey  Systems Engineering
William Dillon Beal  Systems Engineering
Nikki Christina Bens  Systems Engineering
Lynn L. Blankenship  Security Engineering
Timothy Ryan Boyd  Computer Science
Kyle Ross Brandstetter  Software Engineering
Karen Nicole Bratsch  Operations Research
Bobby Joe Cross  Security Engineering
Brian Copeland  Manufacturing Systems Management
Utsav Shaunak Dalal  Telecommunications
James William Dolson  Systems Engineering
Marion Jerome Edge  Security Engineering
Craig Seth Essington  Software Engineering
Christy B. Evans  Security Engineering
Adam Hercher Fisher  Systems Engineering
Brian Eric Gambill  Security Engineering
René García  Security Engineering
Milkyas Gebreselassie  Telecommunications
Henry Taro Gorman  Telecommunications
Emily Elizabeth Gray  Operations Research
Quintelle Yvette Griggs  Software Engineering
Tyler John Hedges  Security Engineering
Hany Ahmed Heikal  Software Engineering
Michael Lee Hoeinghaus  Software Engineering
David Pierce Hooper  Systems Engineering
Yan Jin  Operations Research
Justin Edward Lee  Software Engineering
Gregory Douglas Leist  Systems Engineering
Ibrahim Ahmed Malaika  Systems Engineering
Christopher Lee McKelvey  Systems Engineering
Andrew John Miller  Environmental Systems Management
William Walter Moldenhauer  Security Engineering
Kevin Buu Nguyen  Systems Engineering
David Jared Olbricht  Software Engineering
Mihai Tudor Panu  Computer Science
Dhriti Bhavesh Patel  Security Engineering
Rick Hai Phung  Telecommunications
Rahul Rajkumar Pula  Telecommunications
Maximilian H. Reele  Systems Engineering
Gerard Jon Reynolds  Systems Engineering
Kellenie Dyan Richter  Systems Engineering
Michael Dean Root  Security Engineering
Carlos Roberto Ruiz  Systems Engineering
Kendra Lee Schmies Systems Engineering
Juan Claudio Serviere Morales Software Engineering
Farjana Sikder Telecommunications
Lei Sun Operations Research

Jacob A. Thye Manufacturing Systems Management
Teng-San Tseng Telecommunications
Kyle Justin Turney Software Engineering
Fernando Enrique Vilas Computer Science
Jason Michael Weeks Telecommunications

**Degree of Master of Science in Civil Engineering**

Aaron Blake Conine
Amir Norouzi

**Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering**

Stewart Gavin Goodson II
Anuprita Gagandeep Malik
Lady Nataly Pinilla Pico
Manuel Salvoch

**Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management**

Mustafa Mohammed AlSulami
Hattan Yousef Alghamdi
Saeed Ahmed Alghamdi
Dania Zaki Alkuilabi
Mobarak Ahmed Alqahtani
Brian Clinton Ballard
Kenneth Andrew Bass
Leigh Charles Cariker
Santhosh Krishna Chandrabalan
Mary E. Cole
Hassan Abdullah Diyab
Benjamin Cook Hirvela
Kyle Ray Johnson
Erinn Christine Krampe
Justin Edward Krampe
Lona Jolette Less
Ryan Alois Long
Joseph Stephen Michel
Brenna Nicole Robertson
Adam Leo Rossler
David Aarorn Runnels
Patrick Allen Snow
Michael William Tabbert
Biqiang Xu
Tengyu Xu

**Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Engineering**

John Can Duvenci
Isiah Glover, Jr.
Jennifer Monique Moyer
Megan Elizabeth Parks

**Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Science**

Anthony Garth Anderson II Hazardous & Waste Materials Management

**Degree of Master of Science in Facilities Management**

Timothy R. Hebert

**Degree of Master of Science in Information Engineering and Management**

Harish Janardhan
Isha Chandrashekhar Kulkarni
Albert Paul Ruffalo
Liangzhong Zhou
Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Maria Cecília de Castro Breda

Whitney Paige Davis
Janell Kaley Hibbard

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Degree of Master of Arts in Dispute Resolution

Rony T. Angulo
Maria Ines Fernandez-Rubin
Jezabel Guadalupe Carbajal
Inmaculada Ibanez de Yirogoyen
Claudia A. Pulte
Rolando Villanueva

Degree of Master of Bilingual Education

Karima Mhedi Adatia
Lindsey Elisabeth Armstrong
Jenna Dolores Arredondo
Ellen C. Back
Carrie Layne Bays
Kathleen Smith Blair
Meredith Ann Blowers
Kristen Anne Cole
Josie Leigh Cornwell
Tiffany Rachquel Davis
Callie Ann Foreman
Jodi Amanda Galperin
Monica Gomez
Brett Joseph Grayson
Casey Chandler Hanna
Joshua Holden Henry
Courtney Marie Hoek
Jessica Leigh Hosking
Kelly MinhThu Huynh
Irene Nyambura Karimi
Haley Clark Keeling
Imran Ullah Khan
Katherine G. Livingston
Belinda Faye McCallister
Rhonda Cheree Hughes Montee
Scott Alexander Polunsky
Anne Elise Robertson
Sheri Lynell Sanseverino
Marva K. Sargent
Bissell Joseph Smith

Degree of Master of Education

Chelsea Ann Kostyniak
Raecli Lea Kynor
Sarah Camille Lagro
June Marie Landry
Charmaine Elizabeth Larwick
Sharmira Rotonda Mallard
Lisa Ann Mandac
Megan R. McCallister
Kara Jaime McNutt
Kelly Borsheim Morgan
Allison Christine Parsons
Ryan William Patton
Hillary Rose Peters
Allison Kimberly Puls
Joy Denise Rumsey
Christina C. Sauceda
Kristina Shields
Latosha Carnell Smith
Laura Layden Stager
Sarah Katinka Stork
Stephanie Ann Todora
Regina Marie Yunker
Degree of Master of Liberal Arts

Marc Christopher Bollon
Brendy Ann Corley
Lissa M. Dunlay
Nina P. Flournoy
Elaine Clickard Kollača
Richard Shlakman

Deniese Rochelle Anderson
James Denton Bricker
Janielle D. Dodds
Adam William Holt
Mayra Angelica Mendez Oviedo
Sheethal Georgey Puthenmadhom
Anne Reilly Rasmussen
Allison Dayle Rhodes
Jennifer Royal Shultz
Gender Studies
Lauren Ruth Whitehead

Degree of Master of Liberal Studies

Tara Joan Cobb
Kellie Corinne Givens Cook
Amber Monette Dent
Tracey Alexis Dreighton
Ricardo René González
Ann-Hayden Gustafson
Holly Irene Heft
Ellen Arra Hutton
Whitney Michelle King
Tracie Liana Posehn
Cory Strand Puckett
Ashley Page Scott
Chandler Reid Sinclair
Allison Blair Uberman
Hilary Christina Yurtin

IN THE GUILDHALL AT SMU,
LINDA AND MITCH HART eCENTER

Certificate in Digital Game Development

James Thomas Beegle Specialization in Art Creation
Wade Hahn Chan Specialization in Level Design
William D. Cockerham Specialization in Art Creation
Wayland T. Fong Specialization in Level Design
Travis Murl Johnson Digital Game Development - Level Design
Derek R. Moss Specialization in Art Creation
Erasmó David Simo Mock Specialization in Level Design
Aaron Martin Porter Digital Game Development - Software Development
Leland Barkerding Smith Digital Game Development - Level Design
Christopher Brandon Stephens Specialization in Level Design
Jacob Michael True Specialization in Level Design

Master of Interactive Technology

Johnathan Robert Bevis Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Narrative Content Most Effectively Conveyed Through Environmental Storytelling Techniques”
James Brian Bowling Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Influencing Player Navigational Choices Through the Use of Sound”
Casey James Bradley Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “The Effects of Alternate Forms of Transportation on Asymmetrical Capture the Flag Map Design”
Kyle Joseph Brennan Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Does the Use of Color in Video Game Level Design Affect Player Performance?”
Alexander Chu Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Advancing Architecture and Game Design Through Cross-Disciplinary Integration”
Terrence Michael Cronin Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “What Design Techniques Are Most Effective at Promoting Player Exploration When Given Linear Objectives?”
Kenneth Dilks  Digital Game Development - Level Design

Chase Alan Dimick  Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Concepting Culture”

Evan Russell Eubanks  Digital Game Development - Software Development

Manuel Fernandez Milan  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Global Illumination Via Light Propagation Volumes”

Timothy Joseph Flemming  Digital Game Development - Level Design

Michelle Elizabeth Hayden  Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Facial Animation”

Chasen Herriott  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Real World Wayfinding Methodologies Applied to Level Design”

Loren D. Hoffman  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Building a Single-Player Role Playing Game”

David P. Knox  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “The Ideal Video Game Encounter and Arrangement”

Edward Lee  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Realistic Real-Time Grass Rendering”

Christopher Lee McCrimmons  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Developing Player Attachment to Artificial Intelligence Companion Characters”

Jared M. Merback  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Gender Considerations in First Person Shooter Level Design”

Richard H. Milner  Digital Game Development - Level Design

Justin Alexander Nesbit  Digital Game Development - Level Design

Hieu H. Nguyen  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Creating a Learning Artificially Intelligent Agent by Delta State Planning”

Fernando Resco  Digital Game Development - Software Development

Rebecca Elizabeth Richards  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “A Practical Study of the Use of Traps in a Modern 3D Role-Playing Game”

David Gerald Saunders  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “The Effectiveness of the Illusion of Choice”

Evan Matthew Skarin  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Cutscenes, Gameplay, and Perceived Player Immersion”

Erin Michelle Spencer  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “A Comparison of Menus and Gestures for a Command Intensive Game”

Robert W. Stevens  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Do Players Explore and Complete Side Objectives in a Non-Linear Level Designed for a Linear Action Game?”

Bennett Dale Strickland  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Developing Player Attachment to Artificial Intelligence Companion Characters”

Xiang Tian  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Physically-Based Real-Time Fluid Simulation and Rendering”
IN DEEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Daneya Elizabeth Ammon  Psychology
Thomas Samuel Andrews  Economics
Jay David Angotti  Economics
Uzo Elizabeth Awa  Philosophy; Political Science
*Robert Joseph Babcock, Jr.  Political Science
Prayoj Banger  Economics
Yesenia Moreno Barrientos  Psychology
Jason Christopher Bell  Geology
Justin O. Black  Environmental Studies
Jordan Matthew Blake  Economics; Markets and Culture
Nicole Francesca Briceño Rebollo  Psychology; Spanish
Stephen Thaddeus Brockman  French
Erica Anne Buie  Anthropology; Markets and Culture
Linda Melissa Burns  International Studies
Christopher Kalvin Butler  Psychology
Dante Patricio Cardenas  Spanish
Ana Lorenza Cardozo  Markets and Culture; Spanish
Caroline Tiffany Carr  Psychology
Thomas Alexander Castriota  Economics
Jessica Chi  English; Political Science
John McDonald Cook  Anthropology
Kathleen Driscoll Cook  Psychology
Adam Mitchell Cowser  Political Science
Juan Leone Cruz  Economics
Rachel Ann Darst  Psychology
Taryn Elise DeClue  Psychology
Bhekokuhle Dube  International Studies
William Alexander Elder  History
Eydie Michelle Falik  Psychology
Amanda Sydel Farage  English
Hunter Erin Faught  Anthropology
Lucas Robert Ferrell  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Kyle Paul Feucht  Markets and Culture
Maggie Rose Fox  Political Science
Caitlin Leann Fuller  Philosophy; Psychology
Michelle Christina Gardner  Economics
Max Alexander Glazer  Psychology
Erin Kathleen Golden  Anthropology
Jessica Suzanne Gomez  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Alex Taylor Grassano  Economics
Bretton Skyler Griffin  Anthropology; Biological Sciences
Ernesto Gutierrez  Political Science
Lucía Gutierrez  Psychology
Sydni Lauren Hagens  English; Religious Studies
Abdullah Hussein Haidar  Political Science
Chaney Lynn Haralson  Markets and Culture
Connor Fletcher Hayden  Environmental Studies; Public Policy
Kelley Anne Henderson  Anthropology
Leigh Ellen Henry  Spanish
Elizabeth Ann Herbert  Anthropology
Brenden Christian Hexberg  English
Craig A. Hill  Sociology
Trang Xuan Ho  Psychology
James Louis Holbrook III  Environmental Studies
Jolene Marie Holmes  Spanish
Megan Leigh Hueter  History
Rush G. Hughes  History
Deniz Hurmuzlu  Psychology
Katie Anne Jager  Psychology
Dylan Reece James  Political Science
Emily Kelkyn Johnson  Biological Sciences
Rebin Tahsin Kawan  Economics; International Studies
Kylie Miracle Kellendorf  Psychology
Taylor LeAnne Kelso  Biological Sciences
Lucille Victoria Kerley  German
Yulay Danilovich Khazhimuratov  Political Science; Public Policy
Charles Tellford King  History
Kalinda Ann Kundomal  Biological Sciences
Mark T. LaGrone  History
Kristen Lynn Linton  Biological Sciences
David Alejandro Lopez  Economics
Taylor Nicole Lopez  International Studies
Thatcher Andrew MacDonald  Political Science
Heather Lindsay Maule-Finch  French
Matthew Paul Mazur  Political Science
Erin Michele Graham McKinney  Psychology
Gerald Merritt IV  Psychology
Nabi Faisal Nazary  Geology
Bradley John Olmstead  History
James-Albert Reginald Osborne  Sociology
David Pan  Sociology
Hina M. Patel  Anthropology
Kimberly A. Peabody  Psychology
Peter William Persinger  History
Jessica Leigh Pharr  English
Anna Cathrina Pierson  Spanish
Anisa Ashley Pjetrovic  Environmental Studies
Kathryn Mounteener Focklington  Spanish
Ashley Elizabeth Ram  Anthropology
Kara Ramsay  Anthropology
Yousif Ahmed Rashid  Economics; Philosophy
Jarrod Robert Ray  Sociology
Adrienne Elaine Richardson  Psychology
Jonathan Robert Richardson  English

* Additional major awarded for previously earned degree.
Jessica Nadine Robin Ringeisen  International Studies
Rebecca Lauren Rohus  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Oscar Emanuel Ruiz  Spanish
Kyra Elizabeth Saari  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Julia Elizabeth Sands  Sociology
Stephanie Marie Sawyer  Markets and Culture; Spanish
Cheryl Y. Scott-Lewars  Sociology
Sarah Linda Siddens  Anthropology
Caroline Elizabeth Snabes  Sociology
Tara Rénee Snyder  Psychology
Emilia Laura Stubbe  Anthropology
Ayaka Suzuki  International Studies
Samuel Samson Sykes II  Political Science
Matthew Dean Szymanski  Economics
Bennie Lee Thomas III  Psychology
Tyler Charles Thompson  Political Science
Maribel Torales  Environmental Studies
Aaron Matthew Tullman  Political Science
Benjamin Doyl Tully  Markets and Culture
Lauren Alexandra Upton  English
Marcela Maria Valdes  Markets and Culture
Alexandra Anna Vazquez  Psychology; Spanish
Matthew Sheley Vincent  German
Grayson Powell Walker  Political Science; Spanish
Rachel Marie Washington  Psychology
Shoncey Quebec Whitaker  Sociology
Alex Kevork Andonian  Economics with Finance Applications
Stephen Kirk Beckert  Mathematics
Whitney Allison Blackwell  Biological Sciences
Andrea Brignoli  Economics with Finance Applications
Lisa Michelle Buoncristiani  Statistical Science
Jose Andres Castillo  Economics with Finance Applications
Emily K. Cochran  Anthropology
Kelley Nicole Cordsen  Anthropology
Gustavo Enrique Cuellar  Economics with Finance Applications
Saaahil Mahendra Dadhania  Mathematics
Don Weaver Davis II  Physics
Komlan Agbeko Djoke  Economics with Finance Applications
Benjamin Lewis Dowdell  Geophysics
Saurav Kumar Dubey  Mathematics
Cassandra Estrada  Mathematics
Jack F. Fabick, Jr.  Mathematics
Courtney Elizabeth Fagg  Physics
Brennan William Fontana  Economics with Finance Applications
Ralph Edward French II  Economics with Finance Applications
Melody Murphree Fuller  Economics with Systems Analysis
Kaitlyn Taylor Gangl  Mathematics
Ken Patrick George  Mathematics
Jon Haghayeghi  Economics with Finance Applications
Emily Brooke Harry  Chemistry
Kathryn M. Hicks  Biological Sciences
James Louis Holbrook III  Economics with Finance Applications
Muhammad Towheed Hossain  Mathematics
Miloud Id Elhaj  Mathematics
Abhishek Jain  Economics with Finance Applications
James Christopher Jensen  Economics with Finance Applications
Jasmine Jehan Khaleel  Anthropology
Philip Gustaf Klintmalm  Geology
Kalinda Ann Kundomal  Sociology
Mark T. LaGrone  Economics with Finance Applications
HaoFei Li  Economics with Finance Applications
Miranda Ann Loh  Biological Sciences
Charles Draegen Majors  Economics with Finance Applications
Barret Walker Matthews  Mathematics
Luan Van Minh Nguyen  Biochemistry
Kinal Kim Patel  Biological Sciences
Mayur P. Patel  Economics with Finance Applications
Kathryn Mounteney Pocklington  Anthropology
Aditi Preyadarshini  Economics with Finance Applications
Harrison Matthew Reid  Mathematics
Pontus Renholm  Economics with Finance Applications
Chao Sheng  Economics with Finance Applications
Jason Perry Stegall  Mathematics
Adam Scott Thompson  Economics with Finance Applications
Guillermo Torre  Economics with Finance Applications
IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Kathryn Grace Atkins  Art History
Erika Jensen Bender  Art History
Meagan Witherbee Boyle  Advertising
William Jackson Butt III  Journalism
Joseph Michael Capelo  Art History
Kelli Caperton  Advertising
Thomas Alexander Castrionta  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Taylor Elise Cole  Art History
Tyler Forsythe Cone  Advertising
Kathleen Driscoll Cook  Advertising
Danyelle Roxanne Cormier  Art History
Kellis Curry Cunningham  Journalism
Caroline Hall Dowell  Advertising
Rachel Brittany Duke  Journalism
Alexandra Eversull Emery  Advertising
Katherine Clarke Frost  Art
Elizabeth Ann Galante  Journalism
Brenda Aileen Garcia  Advertising
Eduardo Garza  Advertising
Kelly Christine Hanson  Advertising
Christina Roxanne Hargis  Art History
Amber Canady Harris  Journalism
Michael Weston Henry  Cinema-Television
Elizabeth Ann Herbert  Art History
Christopher Jack Hewitt  Advertising
Caroline Elizabeth Hill  Advertising
John Kraft Kemper  Cinema-Television
Beau Harris Kochsieck  Advertising

Sofia Cristina Longoria  Advertising
Lauren Alexandra Macias  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Joshua Clyde McClendon  Advertising
Julius Pickenpack  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Brooks Larkin Powell  Journalism
Maria Alejandra Prato Guia  Journalism
Allison Danae Prenger  Journalism
Rija Qureshi  Art History
Juliana Denise Rossi  Advertising
Gloria Ofelia Salinas  Journalism
Kirsten Anne Schuster  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Caitlin Elizabeth Sherrill  Art History;
  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Taylor Anne Shumate  Cinema-Television
Sarah Linda Siddens  Advertising
Corey Atterbury Steadman, Jr.  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Charles A. Stillwell, Jr.  Advertising
Danielle Loren Storey  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Elizabeth Blaine Stroud  Advertising
Elizabeth Kathleen Tabor  Advertising
Benjamin Doyl Tully  Cinema-Television
Caroline Victoria Waggoner  Advertising
Brittany Carlyle Wallace  Cinema-Television

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

Michael David Herrera  Art
Michael Christopher Matson  Art
Chantala Briannah Smith  Theatre
Lesley Anne Walker  Art
Degree of Bachelor of Music

Nathaniel Miles Earhart  Guitar Performance
  Alison Marie Etter    Music Therapy
  *Noelle Marie Fabian  Music Education
  Meredith Ann Harvey  Music Therapy
  Emily Johanna Metcalf Music Therapy
  Hannah Kathleen Payne Piano Performance
  Laura Kathryn Tudor  Music Education
  Marianna Urdaneta    Music Therapy
  Matthew Shelley Vincent Violin Performance

*Additional major awarded for previously earned degree.

IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration

Thomas Samuel Andrews  Accounting
  Sahil Arora        Marketing
  Adam David Awad   Finance
  Christopher Blake Bogard  Finance
  Andrea Brignoli  General Business
  Adrian Canavati Santos  Management
  Dante Patricio Cardenas  Accounting
  Kyle James Chadwick  Finance
  Nezare Chafni     Financial Consulting
  Chloe Yuan-Ching Chen  Financial Consulting
  Gustavo Enrique Cuellar  Finance
  Taryn Elise DeClue  Accounting
  Bhavini Praful Desai  Management
  Tyler Neil Engert  Finance
  David Mark Fish    Finance
  Spencer Corkery Flajser  Finance
  Ashley Giles    Accounting
  Robert Thomas Gillespie  Finance
  Ally Elise Hardgrave  Marketing
  Madeline Kathleen Haugh  Financial Consulting
  Leigh Ellen Henry  Financial Consulting
  Kimberly Anne Hunter  Accounting
  Ralph Mark Ilarslan Heres  Management
  Vardhman Sunil Jain  Finance
  Turner Staff Jones  Accounting
  Joo Hwan Jung       Marketing
  Adam J. Keith      Management
  Dan Ngoc Le        Finance
  Albana Llulla      Marketing
  Sofia Cristina Longoria  Marketing
  Spencer Price Matthews  Marketing
  Ina Miminim    Finance
  Shaun Patrick Moore  Finance
  Leah Michelle O'Neil  Accounting
  Katie Rose O'Toole  Finance
  Lina Othman        Management
  Mayur P. Patel    Real Estate Finance
  Benjamin Perez, Jr.  Finance
  Anna Cathrina Pierson  Marketing
  Marguerite Ann Poeske  Marketing
  Aditi Preyadarshini  Finance
  Travis Alexander Rachal  Finance
  Reema Raghubanshi  Finance
  Amanda Gayle Rupp  Financial Consulting
  Chao Sheng         Finance
  Charles A. Stillwell, Jr.  Marketing
  Kevin Michael Stoneking  Accounting
  Bradley Bluford Stough  Marketing
  Zhen Su            Financial Consulting
  Nusrat Sultana    Accounting
  Harry Han Ming Ting  Financial Consulting
  Khanh Van          Financial Consulting
  Nathan Ryan Vance  Real Estate Finance
  An Phuoc Vo      Finance
  James Glenn Weisenburger  Finance
  Silong Yan        Finance
  Jing Zhou         Accounting
IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Gerard W. Monier II  Computer Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Prajyot Bangera  Management Science
Stephen Kirk Beckert  Management Science
Mark S. Guthrie, Jr.  Computer Science
Margaret Jean Lowrey  Computer Science
Brittany Andrea Masi  Management Science
Shahrzad Rahimian  Management Science
Harrison Matthew Reid  Computer Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Cassandra Estrada
Ken Patrick George
Mitchell Allen Gist
Jonathan W. Kosty
Maxwell Walthour Lippitt IV

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Saahil Mahendra Dadhania
Saurav Kumar Dubey
Courtney Elizabeth Fagg
Russell Stephen Haake
Ryan Hawley Holman
Muhammad Towheed Hossain
Barret Walker Matthews
Jason Perry Stegall

JANUARY 2011 CANDIDATES PARTICIPATING

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Master of Science in Counseling

Ke’Ana Antoinette Bradley
Elise Jewell Carolyn Brett
Amy Elizabeth Cunningham
Chelsea Diane Gilmore
Lauren Elizabeth Grayson
Alexandra Lea Henson
Taryn Jenee Hurt
Mary Camille Kateb
Heidi Leigh Robinson
LaShon Denice Ross

Inclusion in the program does not constitute evidence of completion of degrees or honors requirements.
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

James William Cooley III  Economics
BS University Of Missouri-Saint Louis
MA Southern Methodist University
Adviser: Nathan Balke

Sanjeev Kumar  Economics
BA Ramjas College
MA University Of Delhi, India
Dissertation: “Exploration into the Roles of Culture and Geography in Economics”
Adviser: Daniel Millimet

Ming Li  Chemistry
BS Tongji University, China
MS Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China
Dissertation: “Stimuli-Response Polymer-Protein Conjugates Prepared by Reversible Addition-Fragmentation Chain Transfer Polymerization”
Adviser: Brent S. Sumerlin

Kun Zou  Statistical Science
BS Sichuan University
Dissertation: “Clustering Raw Distributions of Intensities from Affymetrix Gene Expression Microarrays in Order to Evaluate Statistical Preprocessing Methods”
Adviser: Monnie McGee

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Degree of Master of Divinity

Jimmy Deee Greene, Jr.
Paula Lynn Kirby
Summa Cum Laude

Degree of Master of Theological Studies

Patricia Diane Froehlich
Summa Cum Laude
Christian Kakez-A-Kapend
Summa Cum Laude

IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

Degree of Juris Doctor

Allen Deepek Bass
Elizabeth Meg Biggart
Carla Maria De Leon
Philip Michael Gommels
Ryan Lane Groves
Charles Ignatius Murnane

John Moss Pieratt
Cum Laude
Brett Russell Schoenher
Cum Laude
Michael Joseph Sisondo
Patricia Rene de Leon
Degree of Master of Laws
(Comparative & International Law)

Faisal Mohammed Al-Hazaa
Hamad Ibrahim Aldhuwaihi
Abdullah Alghamdi
Mohammed Dkeleeb Alotaibi
Jay Yan Lam
Ferdinand Amaobi Odimba

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Master of Arts

Summer Hamilton Kokić  English
Thesis: “Beyond Conversion: Examining the Audience Effect of the Rhetorical Strategies of Nineteenth Century Black Female Preachers”

Jessica Lynne Lott  Anthropology
Qianqian Ma  Molecular and Cell Biology
Georges Marcellus, Jr.  Economics

Kacy Lynn Mullen  Psychology
Thesis: “Correlates of Female-to-Male Intimate Partner Violence”

Jamie Stephan Reedy  Economics

Michael F. Vangeli  English
Thesis: “A Blue Collar in the Margins of Academia”

Degree of Master of Science

Martha Carolina Aguillon  Geology
Thesis: “Fossil Vertebrates from the Cerro del Pueblo Formation, Coahuila Mexico and the Distribution of Late Campanian (Cretaceous) Terrestrial Vertebrate Faunas”

Daniel Riley Danehy  Geology
Thesis: “Terrestrial Vegetation Reconstructions Spanning the Paleogene-Neogene Boundary in the Ethiopian Highlands”

Katherine Michael Sisk  Statistical Science

Kun Zou  Statistical Science

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Master of Arts

Claire Marguerite Soares  Cinema-Television

Degree of Master of Music

Gregory Thomas Grabowski  Instrumental Conducting
Amalia Alicia Nagel  Piano Performance & Pedagogy
Andrea Michelle Talladino  Voice Performance
IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Master of Business Administration

Kelly Marc Alston  Marketing;  
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Erin Bailey  Marketing
Rebecca Anne Barnett  General Management
Cody Kyle Bogherich  Finance
Andres Boullosa  Finance;  Information 
Technologies & Operations Management
William Ryan Brannan  Strategy & 
Entrepreneurship
Brant Michael Brown  Finance
Narinder Budhiraja  Finance
Spencer Aaron Campbell  Finance
Robert Trenton Carter  Finance
Kimcosla Germae Chambers  Marketing
Justin Joseph Collins  Strategic Leadership
Alison Leigh Cotshott  Information Technologies 
& Operations Management;  Marketing
Michael Burton Cottrell  Finance;  
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Paul John Cunningham  Finance
Bryan Matthew Davis  Finance;  
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Brian Edward Dowell  Finance;  
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Samuel Jamison Eaton  Finance
Calvin Sharp Mitchell Enright  Strategic 
Leadership;  Marketing
Jason Kyle Feinglas  Finance
Benjamin Todd Fidler  Finance
Justin Douglas Frauman  Finance
Joe Benavides Garza, Jr.  Strategy & 
Entrepreneurship
David Bradford Gaultney, Jr.  Strategy & 
Entrepreneurship
Christopher Gene Goodman  Strategy & 
Entrepreneurship
Claudia Esthela Granda  Marketing
Boderick G. Hall  General Business
Ryan Danan Hill  General Management
Bentley James Hudson  Finance
Travis Michael Hunt  Marketing
Caroline Onyemaechi Ihejiawu  Finance;  
Strategic Leadership
Kenneth L. Jack  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Nicholas Donald Kapral  Strategy & 
Entrepreneurship;  Management
Hee Kyung Kim  General Management
Eric Helmut Knipp  Marketing;  
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Christopher Lee Liles  Finance;  Information 
Technologies & Operations Management
Rosalie Lin  Marketing
Michael Charles Lueckemeyer  Accounting;  
Finance
Mark Andrew Luigs  Strategic Leadership;  
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
William Thomas Madison  Strategy & 
Entrepreneurship
Dillon Mahipala  Information Technologies & 
Operations Management
James Howard Martindale  Finance
William Alexander Messer IV  Finance
Sandeep Misra  Marketing;  
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
David Wyatt Moore  Finance
Nial Garrett Moran  Information Technologies & 
Operations Management
John Reid Mowrey  General Business
Matthew Ryan Murphree  Marketing
Thevi Mylvaganam  Information Technologies & 
Operations Management;  General Management
Fernando Navarro  General Business
Leonard Nikolai, Jr.  Finance
John Patrick O'Brien  General Business
Craig Douglas Ostrander  General Management
Calvin Lee Pacleb  Finance
James Byron Pascoe  Marketing
Pankaj Kumar Patra  Marketing;  
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Kyle David Petersen  Finance
Coriey Denard Preston  Strategic Leadership;  
Marketing
Steven Edward Ratliff  Finance
Courtney Lane Reese  Strategic Leadership;  
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Jennifer Jeanne Salazar  Finance;  
Strategic Leadership
Stephen Storm Sands  Finance
Charles Michael Sanna  Marketing;  
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Jeff Alan Schar  Strategic Leadership;  
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
James Frederick Schneider  Management
Eric Albert Sinussas  General Management
Jonathan Ryan Sparling  General Management
Joshua Adam Starr  Finance
Leigh Anne Steffek  Marketing;  
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Wesley Cole Steffek  Finance
Lauren Elizabeth Stevens  Financial Consulting;  
General Management
Christopher Steven Stiernagle  Strategy & 
Entrepreneurship
Matthew Oliver Stoltzfus  Financial Consulting;  
Strategy & Entrepreneurship
IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Master of Science

Gregory Matthew Sutton  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Bonita B. Tan  Information Technologies & Operations Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Spencer Gray Tanke  Financial Consulting;
Finance
Andrey A. Tkachuk  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
William Andrew Wadley  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship

Degree of Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Osman Alfonso De Leon Munoz
Thesis: “Seismic Vulnerability Assessment of a High-Rise Reinforced Concrete Building in the Mid-America Region”
**Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering**

Yingsi Liang  

Arlene Masabo  

**Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management**

Jalal Ahmad Ali  
Lessli O. Cope  
Ricardo Isais, Jr.  
Siu Hung Poon

**Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Engineering**

Shure Berehanu Belaye  
Theresa Clendenen Fuller  
Timothy Reza Heydari  
Dallas May  
Gary Michael Nijak, Jr.

**Degree of Master of Science in Information Engineering and Management**

Ghassan Abukar  
Tasheen Basharullah

**Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering**

Brandon Thomas Least  
*Thesis: “Generation of Hydrophobic Cones on Polyimide by Laser Texturing”*

**IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS**  
**SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT**

**Degree of Master of Arts in Dispute Resolution**

Ian Turner Bradburn  
John Joseph Cantwell  
Susan Lyle Dodia  
Lisa T. Foster  
Jamie Renee Hipp  
Darwin K. Johnson  
Ava Rose Kimber
Degree of Master of Bilingual Education

Patricia Barroso  
Suley Castillo  
Rosana D. Denham  
David Sebastian Fifield  
Maggie Funk  
Miriam Janeth Gardea  
Gabriela Garza  
Jessica Ivetth Gonzales  
Angeles Gonzalez  
Haydee Gonzalez  
Emileo D. Headley  
Martha G. Lara  
Nelly Guadalupe Loera  
Emily Jordan McCoy  
Kelly Kathleen Medellin  
Margarita Medina  
Melissa Ann Miranda  
Carolina Alicia Moyano  
Raquel Olmos  
Quinta L. White

Degree of Master of Education

Laura Christine Alexander  
Natalie M. Amato  
Laura Lynn Benson  
Daisy Isabel Briones  
Robyn Renee Callahan  
Claudia Sanchez Chacon  
Xiomara Cruz  
Christy Marie Drekaj  
Daren Marquavis Eason  
Julianne Caroline Fischer  
Deighton Marzuola Gongora  
Jean Frances Greenidge  
Allison Perani Hogan  
William Andrew Jennings  
Faith Davis Johnson  
Uzma Shinwari Khan  
Raven Irene Landry  
Sherry Ann Malphurs  
Megan Jane Parks  
Leah Michelle Rios  
Aleix G. Santiago  
Mary Agnes Shelt  
LaKeisha Jashawn Smith  
Kelly Deonne Walker  
Beth G. Wing  
Julie Kay Wood  
Lesli Sharon Wright  
Deborah L. Zadina

Degree of Master of Liberal Arts

Lydia Marie Croupe

Degree of Master of Liberal Studies

Carol Nichole Bergin  Cultural Traditions  
Samar Mahmoud Chehab  Self-Designed  
Wanda Kay Coleman  
Carol Line  Humanities

Degree of Master of Science in Counseling

Jennifer Kay Hoge  
Katya Vivien Lavelle  
Holly Marie Lockett  
Betty D. McHone  
Sarah Elisabeth Smith  
Jennifer L. Storm  
Taryn Christina Woods
Certificate in Digital Game Development

Jeffrey David Hofer  Specialization in Art Creation
Anthony Thomas Quinn  Specialization in Level Design
Tyler James Robertson  Specialization in Software Development
Jonathan E. To  Specialization in Level Design

Master of Interactive Technology

William Tyler Buser  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “The Influence of Laterality on Player Choice and Pathing”

Jeffrey David Hofer  Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Conceptual Art Production: Techniques Within Image Manipulation and 3D Modeling Software”

Jacob Alexander Lozano  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Object Voxelisation and Destruction”

Tyler James Robertson  Digital Game Development-Software Development
Thesis: “Terrain Streaming on the Playstation 3”

Thomas Alexander Swift  Digital Game Development - Art Creation

David Christopher Vargo  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Expanding the Definition of Landmarks in Level Design”

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Elizabeth Evelyn Ball  English
Laura Gabriela Barrera  Markets and Culture
Mallory Elise Basham  Psychology
Robert G. Blair, Jr.  Sociology
Miriam Pritchett Brewer  Psychology
Lauren Elizabeth Brundage  Psychology
Phillip Anthony Burley  Sociology
Peter Bahnson Butler  Markets and Culture
William B. Cavender III  Markets and Culture
William Saunders Cooper  Psychology
Calvin B. Crockett  Economics; Public Policy
Emily Laura Curtis  Sociology
Thomas Ray Elliott  Philosophy; Political Science
Courtney Ford  English with a Creative Writing Specialization

Christopher Booth Gaut  Psychology
Tracy Sarah Glesby  Psychology
Haley Ann Godat  Psychology
Maureen E. Greenan  Latin American Studies; Spanish

Anthony Michael Gulla, Jr.  Political Science
Jeannie Kina Ha  Economics
Ali H. Haidar  Philosophy

Magni Cum Laude and Honors in Liberal Arts

Krystal Jean Harman  Markets and Culture
Michael Spear Hawkins  Anthropology

Hope Charlotte Hicks  English
Natalie Ann Ingram  Political Science
Hibba Samir Irani  French
Tyler Garrett Jones  Economics
William Taylor Kamp III  Economics
Matthew Ernest Khoury  Markets and Culture
Melissa Joy Klare  International Studies
James Daniel Kleckner  Sociology
Marisa Lonette Knowles  Public Policy
Michael John Kuykendall  Psychology
Kevin Martin Lee  History

Aubrey Meredith Magill  Psychology
Meredith Claire Markham  Markets and Culture
Kristy Blackmon Martinez  English

Honors in Liberal Arts and Departmental Distinction: English

Charles Daniel McMahon  English
Cleve Edward Moten, Jr.  Economics; Psychology

*Claire Cate Neill  Political Science
Alexander Ikechukwu Odiiari  Sociology
Connor Wright Patman III  History
Khoi Tu Pham  Economics

Trenton Donn Pool  Geology
Robert Warren Quick II  Psychology
Anna Catherine Reilly  Philosophy
Nicholas Edward Reynolds  International Studies
Beau A. Rice   English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Amber Roman   Psychology
James Jordan Rymer   Economics
Sara Sánchez   Mexican-American Studies; Spanish
Ryan Jay Seidler   Psychology
Jacqueline Fay Silverman   Psychology
Samantha D. Smith   Markets and Culture
Seth Reed Tamminga   Economics
Zachary Caleb Thomas   Markets and Culture
Veronika Michaela Tkachuk   Public Policy
Cum Laude

John Daniel Turbenson   Economics
John Riker Vermilye   Economics
Roberts Vonsovics   International Studies
John F. Watts   History
Cameron Seth White   Biological Sciences; Philosophy
Courtney Christine Whiteford   Foreign Languages: Italian
James Andrew Williamson   Public Policy
Cum Laude
Shan Yale Zaidi   Economics

Degree of Bachelor of Humanities
Aaron Bryce Bath
Angela Rae Singley

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Matthew Richard Alfano   Economics
Patrick Duke Anderson   Mathematics
Austin James Andres   Mathematics
Steve Cantaloupi   Economics with Finance Applications
Kyle Ross Chester   Economics with Finance Applications
Frank Fitts IV   Economics with Finance Applications
Stephanie Goncalves Da Costa   Economics with Finance Applications
Ali H. Haider   Biological Sciences
Magna Cum Laude and Honors in Liberal Arts
Chirag Jain   Economics with Finance Applications
Aayush Jetley   Economics with Finance Applications
John D. Jose   Economics with Finance Applications
Varun Kataria   Economics with Finance Applications
Alan Nawfel Khedairy   Economics with Finance Applications
Kara Victoria Kinsey   Economics with Finance Applications
Kaitlin Elizabeth Kirk   Economics with Finance Applications
Petra Klosova   Biological Sciences
Tipesh Kumar   Economics with Finance Applications
Austin Fuller Leverett   Economics with Finance Applications
Cum Laude

Mitchell Lee McAnelly   Economics with Finance Applications
Lindsey Caitlin Miller   Biological Sciences
Ryan Joseph Mirsky   Geology
Noah Malone Mitchell IV   Economics with Finance Applications
Travis Clayton Newkumet   Economics with Finance Applications
Marcel Ife Northington   Economics with Finance Applications
Kelly Anne Pearson   Mathematics; Physics
Departmental Distinction: Physics
David Clewis Perrin   Economics with Finance Applications
Salima Aladin Premji   Economics with Finance Applications
Merrill Sonaj Raju   Biochemistry
Magna Cum Laude and Honors in Liberal Arts
Andrew V. Spiziri   Economics with Finance Applications
Rebecca Diane Stell   Sociology
James Manning Sudderth   Biological Sciences
Julia Janine Tucker-Huth   Economics with Finance Applications
Eric R. Vigil   Economics with Finance Applications
Reginald Don Whittington III   Economics with Finance Applications
James Andrew Williamson   Economics with Finance Applications
Cum Laude

*Additional major awarded for previously earned degree
IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Lacey S. Brutschy  Cinema-Television
Russell Conrad Burgess  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Aroosh Chopra  Journalism
Rachel Nicole Courie  Journalism
David Joseph Crawford  Journalism
Benjamin Lane Croucher  Music
Kaitlyn Bailly Dunne  Journalism
Jillian Michelle English  Advertising
Alessandra Chelsea Gilliland  Advertising
Katherine Leigh Hodge  Advertising
Hibba Samir Itani  Advertising
Summa Cum Laude and Departmental Distinction: Advertising
Kendra Renee Kahanek  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Emily Ruth Keister  Journalism
Caitlin Anne Kline  Cinema-Television
Lynn Elizabeth McBryde  Cinema-Television
Amanda Nicole Mervine  Journalism
Jaclyn M. Mitchell  Journalism
Elizabeth Virginia Moore  Cinema-Television
Frances Lacy Radcliff  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Lisa Anne Rodriguez  Journalism Cum Laude
Orlando Rene Rojas  Journalism
Donald Graeme Ross III  Advertising
Maverick Ryan Smalley  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Taylor John St. Eve  Journalism
Rebecca Diane Stell  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Jennifer Beth Taliaferro  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Alexandra Marcelle Villalba  Cinema-Television
Matthew Ross Villanueva  Advertising
Catherine Alexandra Williamson  Cinema-Television Cum Laude
Alexis Leigh Wood  Advertising
Britney Marie Yancey  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Clayton August Zamperini  Advertising

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

Angelina Louise Fiorini  Theatre
Christopher Ryan Glenn  Theatre
Stan Jacob Hammond  Theatre
Jessica Michelle Michlik  Art
Brooks Bowman Oliver  Art
Andres Noé Ortiz  Theatre
Muneeb Ur Rehman  Theatre
Courtney Anne Sanborn  Art

Degree of Bachelor of Music

Sara Jessica Corry  Music Composition
Lauren Ashley Debussy  Voice Performance
Cum Laude and Honors in Liberal Arts
Noelle Marie Fabian  Saxophone Performance
Cum Laude
IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration

Amber Nicole Burnett  General Business  Cum Laude  Xian Li  Finance  Magna Cum Laude
Mia Kay Byrd  Accounting  Sarah Christine Lindig  Marketing  Honors in Liberal Arts
Zohra Conner  Marketing  Alexander Saunders Linn  Finance  Travis Clayton Newkumet  Finance
Ryan Richard Dalton  Finance  Eli Wonjung Oh  Finance  Cum Laude
Zeng Fan  Accounting  Zohra Conner  Marketing  Cum Laude and Honors in Business
Bruce Henry Greenberg, Jr.  Marketing  Xiang Huang  Finance
Daniel E. Grzenia  General Business  Alberto Alejandro Irazola Arica  General Business
Sarah Elizabeth Heavner  Management  Aayush Jetley  Finance  Cum Laude and Honors in Business
Xiang Huang  Finance  Jacob Jarrett Jurlina  Finance  Alan Nawfel Khediairy  Finance  Cum Laude
Kaitlin Elizabeth Kirk  Finance  Alondra Alejandro Irizarie Arica  General Business
Joshua Ushy Leal  General Business  Kaitlin Elizabeth Kirk  Finance  Cum Laude
Liliya Leontyeva  Finance  Xiang Huang  Finance  Summa Cum Laude

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Natalie Rose Jaroski  Management Science  Kristen Marie Terlip  General Business
N. Pierce Meier  Management Science  Julia Janine Tucker-Huth  Finance

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Terry Blake Van Sickle, Jr.

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Patrick Duke Anderson  Magna Cum Laude  Eric R. Vigil  Finance

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Jessica Nicole Aguilar  Courtney Christine Whiteford  Accounting
Randolph Stewart Imel  Alexis Leigh Wood  Marketing
Kathryn Ellen Rose  Summa Cum Laude
Zachary Barnett Taylor  Adrienne May Zielasko  Marketing
Jerin J. Thenayan  Summa Cum Laude
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Ruthanne Amanda Bruch

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Austin Thomas Fee
Honors in Liberal Arts
Shannon Marie Silveira
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Thomas E. Barry, Vice President for Executive Affairs

José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts

David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development

Brad E. Cheves, Vice President for Development and External Affairs
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John A. Hall, University Registrar and Executive Director of Enrollment Services

Valerie Jackopin, Precentor and Candidate for Degree of Masters of Music Education

José L. Lage, President Elect of the Faculty Senate

William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology

Paul W. Ludden, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Ken Malcolmson, SMU Class of 1974 and Chair of the SMU Alumni Association

Gillian M. McCombs, Dean and Director of Central University Libraries

Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business

Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

Caren H. Prothro, Chair of the Board of Trustees

James E. Quick, Dean of Graduate Studies and Associate Vice President for Research

Peter E. Raad, Executive Director of The Guildhall at SMU

Rev. Dr. Stephen W. Rankin, Chaplain and Minister to the University

Dennis M. Simon, Platform Marshal and Associate Professor of Political Science

Stephen Jake Torres, President of the Students’ Association

William M. Tsustui, Dean of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

Thomas W. Tunks, Associate Provost

R. Gerald Turner, President of the University

Paul J. Ward, Vice President for Legal Affairs, General Counsel and Secretary

Lori S. White, Vice President for Student Affairs
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W. Earl Bledsoe
Michael M. Boone
Bradley W. Brookshire
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Kelly H. Compton
Mark Craig
Gary T. Crum
Linda Pitts Custard
Robert H. Dedman, Jr.
Frank M. Dunlevy
Linda S. Eads*
Juan L. Elek

Alan D. Feld
Gerald J. Ford
Antonio O. Garza, Jr.
James R. Gibbs
Frederick B. Hegi, Jr.
Clark K. Hunt
Ray L. Hunt
Gene C. Jones
Scott J. Jones
Robert A. Leach
Paul B. Loyd, Jr.
Bobby B. Lyle
Ken Malcolmson*
David B. Miller
Sheron Patterson

Sarah Perot
Jeanne L. Phillips
Caren H. Prothro
Carl Sewell
Ann B. Sherer-Simpson
Helmut R. Sohmen
Richard Haynes Strader, Jr.*
Richard K. Templeton
John C. Tolleson
R. Gerald Turner*
Ed Wilson
Richard J. Wood

*Ex officio

GUILD OF MARSHALS

Thomas B. Fomby
Chief Marshal
Bradley Kent Carter
Chief Marshal Emeritus
John E. Ubelaker
Assisting Procession Marshal
Dennis M. Simon
Platform Marshal
Robert Van Kemper
Doctoral Marshal

Sarah Perot
Jeanne L. Phillips
Caren H. Prothro
Carl Sewell
Ann B. Sherer-Simpson
Helmut R. Sohmen
Richard Haynes Strader, Jr.*
Richard K. Templeton
John C. Tolleson
R. Gerald Turner*
Ed Wilson
Richard J. Wood
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Alexander Morgan
Class of 2013
Trey Pratt
Class of 2011
Jason P. Solis
Class of 2011
Daniel J. Shnider
Class of 2012
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THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER

Oh, say can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?

And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.

Oh, say does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?

VARSITY

Oh we see the Varsity,

Varsity, Varsity,

As she towers o’er the hill

Over there.

And our hearts are filled with joy,

SMU, SMU,

Alma mater, we’ll be true

Forever!